Real-time monitoring of uracil removal by uracil-DNA glycosylase using fluorescent resonance energy transfer probes.
As a highly conserved damage repair protein, uracil-DNA glycosylase (UDG) mainly catalyzes the excision of uracil from DNA to sustain the genome integrity. Here a novel method for monitoring the uracil removal in real time is introduced. Double-stranded DNA probes modified with uracil residues that can occur in fluorescent resonance energy transfer (FRET) were used as substrates and detecting probes in a homogeneous solution. This method not only overcame the drawbacks of traditional radioactive assays, such as discontinuity and being time-consuming and complicated, but also was used to accurately determine the kinetic constant of UDG. The limit of detection of UDG was 0.033 U/ml. The KM and Kcat were 0.11 microM and 4 s(-1), respectively. In addition, the method was applied to investigate the influence of chemical drugs on UDG activity. The results showed that 10 mM fluorouracil (5-FU) and gentamicin are inhibitors to UDG. The in vitro detection of UDG in A549 cells showed that the activity of UDG was four times greater after the cells were treated with cisplatin. These results showed that this method can monitor uracil removal in real time and conveniently assay UDG activity with ultrasensitivity and excellent specificity in the homogeneous solution. This method is also amenable to high-throughput drug screening in vitro.